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The way we work is changing



Challenges for IT to meet the needs of end users



Why are customers choosing AWS end-

user computing?

Increase user  
productivity

Improve security
and control

Scale with the  
changing workforce

Simplify IT operations
while reducing spend

Enable innovation

Access resources
anywhere, on anydevice



AWS end-usercomputing

Desktops

Applications Mobile access

Documents



Customers



Amazon WorkSpaces

Highly interactive cloud  
desktops that users love

Scalable and
performance

Simple to deploy
and manage

Pay-as-you-go
model

Secure cloud
desktops



Improves security

Desktop stream  
encrypted in transit

No sensitive dataon  
user devices

Storage encrypted
at rest

Amazon WorkSpaces encrypts data and streams  

and keeps information off devices



Plays well with existing tools

Microsoft Active  

Directory

Multifactor  

authentication  

(MFA)
(RADIUS-based)

Systems/patch  

management  
(SCCM, BigFix, WSUS)

Intranet

Amazon WorkSpaces integrates easily with your on-premises tools and network

Certificate  

authority



Amazon WorkSpacesflexibility

Desktop,  
mobile,  

web

Windows 10,
Amazon Linux

Value,  
standard,  

performance,  
power,  

PowerPro,  
graphics (x2)

Monthly,  
hourly,  
BYOL



AWS offers the Amazon WorkSpaces  
Cost Optimizer, a solution that analyzes  
all of your WorkSpace usage data and  
automatically converts the WorkSpace  
to the most cost-effective billing option  
(hourly or monthly), depending on the  
user’s individual usage

Amazon WorkSpaces Cost Optimizer

Amazon  

CloudWatch  

Events rule

AWS Lambda AWS Fargate

AWS

Directory

Service

Amazon

CloudWatch

Amazon S3

Amazon  

WorkSpaces

https://aws.amazon.com/solutions/amazon-workspaces-cost-optimizer

https://aws.amazon.com/solutions/amazon-workspaces-cost-optimizer


How customers are using Amazon WorkSpaces

Mergers  
and  

acquisitions

Partners,  
consultants,  

and  
temporary  
employees

Mobile  
and/or  
remote  

employees

Replacement of  
virtual desktop  
infrastructure  
(VDI), project-

based work



Customer successstory
Yamaha

“Performance and stability is better than before,

and we were able to introduce the solution quickly. Best of  

all, Amazon WorkSpaces did not require any upfront  

investment, and we pay only for what we use. We are now  

working to retire our on-premises VDI solution entirely.”

—Taku Harako, IT Technology Strategy Group, Yamaha



Thank you!


